Year 5 Medium Term Curriculum Plan for Art 2021-2022
Block

Unit

Key Targets and Learning Objectives
How to apply visual and surface
texture in a range of painting
techniques.
Revise and create a colour wheel.
Student has learnt about the Art of
Vincent Van Gogh.

Students to identify Van Gogh’s use of complimentary
colours and unique style of mark making in class discussion.

1

Student understands the meaning of
abstract art and made their own using
a range of lines, patterns and art
medias inspired by the art of Amylee
Paris.
How to apply the element of shape and
space (positive/negative) using
Japanese Notan Art.
How to apply tone and value (a look at
the Artist Chuck Close).

How to apply the art element of
pattern – African mask making and the
art of Clare Youngs.

Artists

Key
Vocabulary

Experimentation with 10 different painting techniques.
Student can correctly mix paint colours into a colour wheel
palette to achieve secondary colours. Some will be able to
mix tertiary colours.

Learn how to apply form and value in a
direct observational drawing.
Mark making
and the
Elements of
Art.

Activities

Student has achieved a range of different pencil mark making
/ shading techniques to help them achieve form and value in
preparation to draw a still life form from direct observation.

Mark making,
Elements of
Art, Texture,
colour, line,
pattern, shape,
space, tone,
value, pattern
Vincent Van
Gogh

Amylee Paris

Student has explored and layered a range of different lines

and patterns into an abstract art composition using the
guidance sheet and dice provided in the art lesson.

Student has created a piece of Japanese Notan art showing
positive and negative shape and space.

Chuck Close

Student has created a monochromatic painting that demonstrates
the style of the Artist Chuck close and an understanding in how to
mix tones.
Clare Youngs
Student has looked at a range of different patterns and created an
African mask to use in a school play.
Student has made a pattern collage animal influenced by the Art of
Clare Youngs.

